KOSHWAHINI

It is Management Information System undertaken by the Directorate of Accounts & Treasuries. Availability of up to date financial information is the key factor in the modern era of Information Technology. Taking into consideration this key factor, computerisation of Sub-Treasuries, District Treasuries and Pay & Accounts office has been undertaken.

The Compile PLA Report description of koshwahini is as follows:

- Koshwahini Home Page: Home Page contains all the menu
  [https://koshwahini.mahakosh.gov.in/kosh/kosh/](https://koshwahini.mahakosh.gov.in/kosh/kosh/)

- Click on Other Reports Tab:
Click on Compile PLA Report:
Compile PLA Report:

- It takes Treasury, Scheme, Department, from date and to date and generate Compile PLA Report.
Compile PLA Report:

- In Treasury drop down we can select All Treasuries or particular one treasury.
- In Treasury drop down it shows treasury code and description.
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- In scheme drop down we can select only one scheme. After selection of Treasury it shows scheme code and scheme description.
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- In Department drop down we can select All department or particular only one department.
- After selection of Treasury and Scheme it shows department.
- In Department drop down it shows department code and department description.
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- After Selection of three drop down which is Treasury, Scheme, Department the we can select from date and to date.
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➢ After selection of Treasury, Scheme, Department, from date, to date, then click on the View report button.
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- After the clicking of view button it shows the Treasury, Administrator, Department, Opening Balance, Credit Amount, Debit Amount, Adjustment Amount, Closing balance in rupees as well as in crores also.
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➢ We can download this report in excel format also.
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➢ In a search text field we can search particular record also.